American Red Cross Gold
Country Region
Disaster Messaging When the Phones Go Out
Nature of Red Cross Disaster Message Traffic
During “blue skies” (every day, non-disaster periods), Red Cross staff and volunteers – like
everyone else – depend on dial-up and/or cellular telephone networks and on the Internet. This
dependency spills over during “gray skies” during disaster responses, frequently suffering
communications “black outs.”

The Communications Problem
The Red Cross has an over-dependency on cell phones and the Internet for handling disaster
messages. With disruption of dial-up and cellular telephone and Internet service,
communications problems frequently manifest early in a disaster response at service sites
(shelters). The communications problem is exacerbated by the latency in a DST response and/or
cell provider response to restore a minimal level of the former everyday telecommunications
capabilities.

The Current Solution
Ham radio operators are commonly called upon to support the Red Cross for passing messages.
Typically messages that hams pass begin with a Red Crosser composing a message either
verbally with the operator writing it down or writing it down him or herself and giving it to the
ham radio operator. Hams then interpret and pass a hand-written message (their writing or the
Red Crosser’s). “Message hand-off” creates the very serious risk of transcription error (i.e.,
message corruption) because Red Cross messages can be lengthy creating a situation much like
the children’s game of “telephone.”
But, ham radio operators most typically prefer to use voice to handle Red Cross message traffic.
Though there is movement within the ham disaster response community (“ARES”) to pass
lengthy messages digitally (notably by the email-like client software Winlink, a radio utility).
However, with the ham radio operator keyboarding the Red Crosser’s message into Winlink (or
other digital radio utility), the risk of transcription error is only slightly mitigated.

Compounding the Problem with Partial Solutions
Though it offers a more robust and error free modality, passing a lengthy message (10 or more
words plus sender, receiver, and tracking information) digitally is not without its problems –
problems that can be mitigated by minimizing the number of hands transcribing the message.
Expecting the ham operator to keyboard a message into a digital radio client, such as Winlink or
others, is a minimal nod to problem mitigation. Further, Winlink and the other digital client
software intended for use by hams is of such complexity that it discourages use by Red Crossers
because of the sharp learning curves involved.

What’s Needed: A Better Solution
Red Cross volunteers have varying levels of computer skills varying from casual use (e.g., email,
web surfing, etc.) to expertise as Disaster Service Technologists. Those volunteers working in
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community service shelters have these skill levels and many in between. They tend to resist
learning “yet another computer program.”
Going a long way to solving the problem would be a messaging tool or utility that allows the Red
Crosser to compose a message on a computer (thereby mitigating the risks of transcription
error) and save the message to a text file. The tool would be simple to use in a familiar
computer environment and the object text file it created would be entirely agnostic to
transmission medium. Critically important, the tool should also require only a bare minimum of
training to learn. The tool presented below can and has been taught in ten minutes to average
computers users.
What if the Red Crosser doesn’t have access to a Red Cross or personal computer? Encouraging
the responding ham radio community (ARES) to install the tool on their computers and making
them available to the Red Crosser long enough to compose his or her message can solve that
issue (as has been done in the Gold Country Region).
The tool, flmsgi, presents the user with three choices for the user: Create, Edit, and View. The
utility would open a desired form in an Internet browser – an environment familiar to the user
(e.g., Internet Explorer, FireFox, Chrome, etc.) where the user composes and saves the
message to a very small file size. The digital message (saved to a flash drive) can be given to a
radio operator to be sent to the intended recipient over digital radio.

Nature of Disaster Messages
In addition to the many different messages inherent in telephone conversations between
Assistant Directors, managers, supervisors, and other support personnel, typical Red Cross
disaster communications handled on forms include but is not limited to:












Status reports (addressed daily to all staff and volunteers)
Incident Action Plans (IAPs) (addressed daily to all staff and volunteers)
Safety Messages (addressed daily to all staff and volunteers, part of the IAP)
Logistics Requisitions (requesting from staff/location to Logistics Group at the DOC)
Requisitions for additional staff (requests from response entities, e.g., a shelter)
Client injury and death reports
Staff injury/illness reports
Disaster Health Services statistical data
Safe and Well registration
Emergency welfare inquiries
Unaccompanied minor and separated child reports

With a normally intact communications infrastructure (i.e., dial tone, cellular service, social
media, and Internet email) in the area of a disaster, passing such messages is without problem.
However certain message traffic must be passed from hour 0 to hour 96 hours of a disaster
response or later regardless status of the telecom infrastructure. When the telecommunications
infrastructure suffers an impact from a disaster, using digital communications over radio circuits
for messages of more than a few words (status reports, long logistics lists, etc.) becomes an
imperative.
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Message Utility (flmsg) Application
flmsg is a messaging utility that can be used entirely independently of the radio
operator. It enables the non-ham Red Cross user can compose messages or complete Red
Cross-proprietary forms for disaster use. The strength of the utility interface lies in its simplicity:
short learning curve, ease of use, file portability, and, it can be run directly from a flash drive.
As introduced above, it offers the user only three options: create, edit, and (re)view a message.
This simplicity plus the familiar environment (i.e., a browser) in which the user manages his/her
message, easily overcomes the Red Cross volunteer resistance of “What? I have to learn yet
another program?” Because the interface occupies a very small space on the computer desktop,
it has the added advantage of being unobtrusive.

During a telecommunications infrastructure failure that impacts disaster message traffic there
remain certain messages that are urgent and cannot wait for telecommunications to be restored.
The information that must be passed during a telecom infrastructure outage can be managed by
the Red Cross General Message Form ICS213, Work Assignment ICS204 plus seven Red Crossspecific forms. Nine forms have been released as flmsg “custom” HTML forms (Figure 1).
Selecting the form of interest opens the form in a browser where the Red Crosser can complete
then save the form as a small text file.

Figure 1 Template Selection Menu
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Some examples of forms use follow. Noteworthy in the Red Cross General Message Form ICS
213 example is the message contains over 200 words exclusive of the header information.
Handling such a message over by voice over radio would present a challenge and a high risk of
transcription error.
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Figure 2. Disaster Health Services Message
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Figure 3 Disaster Requisition Form 6409
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Figure 4 Safe and Well Registration
For further information please contact:
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Mr. Dave Freese, who programmed fldigi, modified it to create a “simple” or “agency” user
interface for the Red Cross. The American Radio Relay League Sacramento Valley Section
Emergency Coordinator for ARES, Mr. Greg Kruckewitt coded HTML forms that duplicated the Red
Cross disaster forms found on the Red Cross Exchange. Both of these gentlemen did so as
donations to the Red Cross.
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